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Artificial intelligence & agents

Emphasis on “embodied aspects“
Embodied approaches in AI & robotics
(Braitenberg, Brooks, Pfeiffer,…)

Agent program:
- reflex-type agent

Various applications:
- traffic control

-

- remote space
- internet
- robots, nanobots
- models for biological agents
-…

model-based agent
goal-based..
utility-based..
learning agent
…
open/closed loop

*from: Russel & Norvig, Artificial Intelligence,
A modern approach, Prentice Hall, 2010.

Quantum artificial agents

• Which part should be quantum?

Quantum artificial agents



• Which part should be quantum?

First example:
Environment = Quantum state 
Actions
= Measurements on 
& Laser interactions
Percepts
= Measurement results

Protocols for quantum information processing
e.g. Meas.-based quantum computation
Quantum state preparation & control

Towards intelligent
devices for QIP
“Quantum-lab robots“

Quantum artificial agents

• Which part should be quantum?


Second example:
Environment = Classical
Processing = Quantum
Sensors &
= Quantum-classical
Actuators
interfaces

Quantum-enhanced robots & Quantum A.I.


Impact on learning
and behavior?

ASIMO

Projective simulation for artificial intelligence
HJB & De las Cuevas, Scientific Reports 2, 400 (2012)
Mautner, Makmal, et al., New Generation Computing, 33, 69 (2015)

Memory

Reinforcement-learning-type agent:
Operation principle based on
• projective simulation (PS)
• episodic & compositional memory (ECM)

-- PART 1 -Classical
model

Episodic memory

 Stochastic network of clips
 Clips ~ units of episodic memory
 Call of memory = random walk through clip space

(short sequences of
remembered
percepts/actions)

Projective simulation

in
out
Simplest version of scheme:
(1)

Perceptual input excites some initial (“percept“) clip,
which triggers a random walk through clip space.
 stochastic replay of previous experience

(2) Action is induced by screening clips for specific features.
 detection of feature triggers motor action.
(3) Learning is realized by changing the network:
 altering hopping probabilities
 altering network geometry (addition of clips)

N.B.: Other concepts in AI
that are (loosely) related:

 Classifier systems in genetic programming
 Dyna-style planning in reinforcement learning

Projective Simulation
Composition:

• As part of the simulation, new clips may be created by variation or composition.
Such internally generated fictitious clips can influence factual actions of the agent.
• If a resulting action is rewarded, new clips will become integrated into memory.
( basis for new behavioral patterns).

Sci. Rep. 2, 400 (2012)
 arXiv:1104.3787

Formal description

Internal description:

New Gen. Comp. (2014)
 arXiv:1305.1578
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rate of forgetting

Clip transition prob.
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Simulation with composition
2D Invasion game

Agent can create new action clips, out of existing ones, stimulated e.g.
by reward pattern of the environment. Newly generated clips are used
as templates for more complex motor actions.

Composition & generalization

An extension of the basic PS model using the notion of wildcard clips, allows
the clip network, by a simple dynamical mechanism to meaningfully generalize.

„Color matters“

„Shape matters“
18

Melnikov, Makmal, et al., arXiv:1504.02247

Summary Projective Simulation
 Projective Simulation PS is a new (classical) model for learning agents, based
on stochastic processing of episodic memory.
 Performance has been tested in simple task environments (invasion game) and
in „real-world“ task (e.g. mountain car). It has recently also been applied to
games (Super Mario) and in robotics (Skill learning)
 It is the agent itself that creates new options and sequences of deliberation by
internal random processes.

Literature:
“Projective simulation for AI“
Scientific Reports 2, 400 (2012);
New Generation Computing 33, 69 (2015)
“Creative machines“
Scientific Reports 2, 522 (2012)
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Using PS for quantum information processing
1
Iinit I(0)

2

MBQC
I(1)

I(2)

AI and learning

I(3) = I

3
i-MBQC

Tiersch et al. Sci. Rep. 5 (2015)

Adaptive MBQC in changing environments

e.g. unknown stray fields
Scientific Reports 5, 12874 (2015)

 How to learn from measurement results about
background channel
 Towards self-calibrating architectures for MBQC
See also (quantum error correction)22
Combes, Tiersch, et al. arXiv:1405.5656

Adaptive MBQC in changing environments

e.g. unknown stray fields
Scientific Reports 5, 12874 (2015)

 How to learn from measurement results about
background channel
 Towards self-calibrating architectures for MBQC
See also (quantum error correction)23
Combes, Tiersch, et al. arXiv:1405.5656

Summary Projective Simulation
 Projective Simulation PS is a new (classical) model for learning agents, based
on stochastic processing of episodic memory.
 Performance has been tested in simple task environments (invasion game) and
in „real-world“ task (e.g. mountain car). It has recently also been applied to
games (Super Mario) and in robotics (Skill learning)
 It is the agent itself that creates new options and sequences of deliberation by
internal random processes.

Literature:
“Projective simulation for AI“
Scientific Reports 2, 400 (2012);
New Generation Computing 33, 69 (2015)
“Creative machines“
Scientific Reports 2, 522 (2012)

Quantum projective simulation
HJB, De las Cuevas, Sci. Rep. 2, 400 (2012)
Paparo, Dunjko et al. PRX 4, 031002 (2014)
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classical percepts
classical actions

a

c  C  c  HC
quantum memory (clip network)

-- PART 2 -Quantum
model

Classical random walk  quantum walk
Idea:
Agent can explore its episodic memory in superposition with a potentially
huge gain in efficiency.

Reflecting agents (RPS)

• Map directed random walk in ECM to a
set of Markov chains with perceptspecific subgraphs

• Deliberation ~ discrete time stochastic
diffusion process on these graphs
• Action ~ sampling from the (approx.)
stationary distribution of MC Ps for
the given percept s.
 Mixing & Sampling

Classical RPS agent

• Agent‘s state of knowledge encoded in
stationary distribution πs of Markov chain Ps
• Output of deliberation process:
tailed πs distribution over (flagged) actions.

 Classical deliberation time governed by

Quantum RPS agents

Diffusion operator
of classical MC

Ps

 U Ps

Quantum diffusion
operator (Szegedy)

U Ps : i 0  i pi
pi   j

2

1

 Ps 21

2

 Ps 31

j

is the key element to define
quantum Markov Chain
associated with MC .

3
p1 

 Ps  ji
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are linked:
Spectra of and
 Origin of quantum speedup for
„Searching via quantum walks“

Szegedy, FOCS 2004
Magniez et al., SIAM 2011

Quantum RPS agent

Deliberation process of quantum
reflecting agent:

Quantum deliberation time governed by
 Paparo, Dunjko, et al., PRX 4 (2014)

Quantum projective simulation
Vedran Dunjko

Guiseppe Davide
Paparo

Adi Makmal

Miguel Angel
Martin-Delgado

s



a

Quantum walk in ECM

Quadratic speed-up in deliberation time
 speed-up in active learning time
Proposal for physical implementation in trapped ions:
V. Dunjko, N. Friis, and H. J. Briegel, Quantum-enhanced deliberation of learning agents
using trapped ions, New Journal of Physics 17, 023006 (2015)
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Summary

•

We introduced projective simulation (PS) as a new, physically-motivated
approach to learning & AI.

•

PS combines the notions of episodic memory, simulation and random
walks into a coherent framework.

•

Quantization leads to the model of a quantum PS agent, exploiting
quantum walks to explore clip space in superposition.
 Quadratic speed-up for active learning scenarios.
Paparo, Dunjko, et al., Phys. Rev. X 4 (2014).

•

The quantum PS learning agent can be physically implemented using
trapped ions
Dunjko, Friis, HJB, New J. Phys. 17 (2015).
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Outlook I
See poster by
Alexey Melnikov
•

Other physical implementations of quantum PS, e.g. based on
superconducting circuit systems
Friis, Melnikov, Kirchmair, HJB, ArXiv:1508.00447;
Sci. Rep. accepted (2015)

•

Use artificial learning agents for the experimental study of complex
many-body states!?

•

General framework for learning in fully quantum environments
Dunjko, Taylor, Briegel, ArXiv:507.08482
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Outlook II

•

Projective simulation = model for “self simulation“
– We are not talking about one system simulating another system, but about a
system simulating itself (i.e. its possible future experience in dealing with an
enviroment).

•

To what extent can machines do (creative) experiment?
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Supplementary transparencies
Continuous-time quantum-walk implementations of PS
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Quantum PS using continuous quantum walks
• Hamiltonian representation of quantum walks (e.g. Hines & Stamp, 2006)

H



 j , kE

 jk  cˆk†cˆ j  cˆk cˆ†j     j cˆ†j cˆ j

cˆ2† cˆ1
1

2

jV

3

… describing coherent transitions between different clips

and

in the network,

• Clip themselves correspond to excitations of the quantum memory, described
by excitation ̂ and de-excitation operators ̂

• Single excitation subspace:

H



 j , kE





 jk ck c j  c j ck  ...

Uni-directional „quantum jumps“

cˆ2†cˆ1
1

• Can be described by Lindblad-type terms

2

3

• Dynamics described by Quantum Liouville equation
 allows for directed walks/projections
inside clip network

e.g. cˆ2†cˆ1  r †l † b l
Note composite structure of clips, e.g. percept clip ̂
̂
⊗ ̂
⊗ ⋯⊗ ̂
where ̂ denotes a memory operator that excites percept of category
(like, for example, color or shape)
quantum many-body interactions

Implementations
quantum random walk in episodic memory (ECM)

Observation:
Dynamics of projective simulation for learning agents
can be mapped to the framework of
Dissipation-driven quantum simulation of quantum many-body interactions
e.g. Verstraete, Wolf, Cirac, 2009

Proof of principle demonstrations in optical lattices/ion traps conceivable.
e.g. J.M. Barreiro, M. Müller, et al. 2012

Supplementary transparencies
Active versus passive learning
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Active versus passive learning
Passive learning:
• Agent receives perceptual input in successive rounds, at times set by the
environment.
• Learning time is externally measured, by the number of rounds it takes
until rewarded actions are produced with high probability.
The internal deliberation time
of the agent, needed to decide
on some action given a percept,
is usually neglected ( ≪ ).

• Comparison of the performance
of two agents is in general only
meaningful relative to a given
task environment.
(„No-free-lunch theorems“; Wolpert, 1996)

Active versus passive learning

Active learning:
Consider a situation where the deliberation time

cannot be neglected:

 Environment may be impatient and enforce action on a short time scale,
(typical e.g. for biological scenarios).

,

 Agent may call for new input by its own initiative and thus control its absolute learning
time (typical for both biology and e.g. modern class-room learning).

To compare the efficiency of two agents, in a generic
sense, i.e. with no assumptions on the environment,
we will define passive behavior classes.

Behavioral equivalence

Consider two agents and ´ that can perceive and produce the same
sets of percepts (S) and actions (A), respectively.
•

, if at every
We call agents and ´ passively (-) equal,
and ´ to output action ∈ A,
external time step the probabilities
given percept ∈ S and history , are (-)equal in terms of the
variational distance, for all possible percepts and histories:

1
2

•

|

|

,

´

|

,

|

short:

On the basis of this definition we construct, for a broad class of
classical agents, quantum agents that belong to the same passive
behavior class, but whose internal speed is quadratically faster.
Paparo, Dunjko, et al., PRX 4 (2014)

Supplementary transparencies
Creative machines
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Projective structure of agent‘s behavior

Clip 5

Through projective simulation,
the agent is in a sense
continuously “ahead of itself“
and acts under the influence of
its own projections (experience
+ fiction).
Sci. Rep. 2, 522 (2012)

Minds & Mach. 25, 261 (2015)
http://philsci-archive.pitt.edu/id/eprint/10223
w/ Thomas Müller

